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ACCESSING EMOTIONS
for the

ON-‐CAMERA ACTOR
Day 1-‐ Adults / Day 2-‐Young Actors

SPACES ARE LIMITED
Date/Time: Day 1 -‐ Adults: Saturday, July 25, 10 AM – 6 PM
Day 2 -‐ Young Actors (8-‐13): Sunday, July 26: 11 AM -‐ 5 PM

Location: Empire Creative Studios, 18026 Nassau Bay Drive, Houston, TX 77058
Cost: Adults -‐ $185; Young Actors -‐ $150

Information: 713-‐201-‐1245mobile -‐ thenaturalact@gmail.com
Registration: www.thenaturalact.net

&

Actor, Producer, Coach & Film Director, PRICE HALL (ARTISTS DIE BEST IN BLACK,
starring Malcolm McDowell & Luke Goss), and Actor, Producer & Coach, CINDY
HOGAN (numerous feature films & tv shows, ’96 & ’97 SAG-‐AFTRA Member of the
Year, 2010 Coastie Award for Best Workshop of the Year), offer one of the most

unique opportunities for the On-‐Camera Actor to gain access to truthful and organic
emotions on ‘cue’, under any and all circumstances. The goal of this Workshop is to
instill a new-‐found confidence and excitement in the Actor in knowing they can

fulfill the requirements of any character’s emotional life.

Emotions -‐-‐ we all have them and so do the characters we breathe life into. Presenting a real
character with real emotions as an actor can be challenging, strenuous, and scary. Especially
when the emotions the actor needs to access must be truthful. You cannot fool the camera.

This Workshop is aWorkout for the Actor wanting to master techniques which can
provide ready access to truthful emotion. This access and control is vital for the fast
pace of working for the camera, be it for television or film. We will work with your
triggers, tear down inhibitions, and go as far as you are willing to go in order to

access your deepest, profound, and thought provoking emotions.
Young Actors will gain this access through Improv & Games.

"Thank you and Cindy for helping me reach a watershed moment this past weekend. It was the
first time I was able to put the fear of superficiality behind me." -‐ Tallahassee Actress

Through prepared scene work, participants will be led to an understanding of how one accesses
and connects to real emotion, and a logical, real world way to ‘bring it’ to the work. Then they

will step in front of the camera and be directed to have it happen on ‘cue’.


